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when you start SeqLab. On my Macintosh, TNTx/SeqLab
is always stable when SeqLab is launched as the third
program. Therefore, I usually run two other X-windows
programs (xterm or emacs) before running SeqLab. If you
cannot tolerate this you will have to switch to a "real" X-
server.
GCGFigure
GCGFigure is the best way (IMHO) to transfer graphics
from GCG to Macintosh image programs. First, run GCG
program with parameter -fig(ure)=anyfile.name. The output
file (figure file) is a text file and can be transferred to the
Macintosh by Fetch or via clipboard. If the scrollback buffer
of Telnet (Edit-menu -> Preferences -> Terminals) or SSH
(Edit-menu -> Connection properties -> Terminal-tab) is
enough big, copy the file from screen to clipboard, paste
into text editor and save as a text file. Open the figure file
into GCGFigure and save as a PICT file which all image
programs can open. You can download GCGFigure from
ftp://alanine.gcg.com from directory
 /pub/mac/.
 PostScript-files
GCG programs can save output as a postscript file. Editing
postscript files is difficult and not all image programs cannot
read postscript files. You can use the plottest output file to
test if the image program you use can handle postscript.
Apple Printer Utility can print postscript files and programs
for other printers are available from printer manufacturers.
When you have set up GCG, define the postscript output
file name and printer used with the command
 postscript.
 cedar ~> use gcg
 ...
 cedar ~> postscript
Use Postscript graphics with what device:
 LaserWriter
 Lzr1200
 LN03-ScriptPrinter
  LPS20
 ColorScript-100
 EPSF (single page encapsulated postscript
format)
 CEPSF (color EPSF)
  Please choose one ( * LASERWRITER * ) return
  To what port is your LASERWRITER connected
(* /dev/tty15 *) ps-filename
  Plotting Configuration set to:
  Language: psd
  Device: LASERWRITER
  Port or Queue: ps-filename
If you have X-windows connection to Unix-host, you can
view postscript files by xv and also transfer to other formats.
Also, when you use xv, it is better and faster to define
DISPLAY to view files unciphered.
setenv DISPLAY ip_number_of_mac:0.0
xv ps-filename
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Abstract
ForCon is a software tool for the conversion of nucleic acid
and amino acid sequence alignments that runs on IBM-
compatible computers under a Microsoft Windows
environment.The program converts alignment formats used
by all popular software packages for sequence alignment
and phylogenetic tree inference.ForCon is available for free
on request from the authors or can be downloaded via
internet at URL http://bioc-www.uia.ac.be/u/jraes/
index.html .It is also included in the software package
TREECON for Windows (see http://bioc-www.uia.ac.be/u/
yvdp/index.html).
Introduction
 ForCon is a user-friendly software tool developed for the
easy conversion of nucleic acid and amino acid sequence
alignments.Sequence alignments are indispensable for many
applications such as the development of probes and the
inference of evolutionary trees.At the moment, many
software packages for sequence alignment and the
construction of evolutionary trees have implemented their
own standard of saving and reading sequence
alignments.Converting one alignment format into another
usually requires the use of a word processor and manual
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editing.To circumvent this sometimes slow and tedious work,
a program was written to convert different sequence
alignment formats automatically.
System requirements
ForCon is written in C++ (Borland 4.5) and runs on IBM-
compatible computers operating under a Microsoft Windows
environment (Win95, WinNT 3.5, 4.0 and Windows 3.1).For
the latter operating system, the Windows 32 bit extension
should be installed.The complete installation of ForCon
requires about 1.5 Mb of hard-disk space.As dynamic
memory allocation is used throughout the program, the size
of the sequence alignment is constrained only by the
available memory, which allows the conversion of very large
files containing many hundreds of sequences.Performance
tests were executed on a Pentium 200 Mhz processor with
64Mb of RAM.On this computer, an alignment of 6900
sequences of 1060 nucleotides (7.4Mb) was converted from
one format into another in less than 30 seconds.
Description of the program
ForCon is developed using the
Graphical User Interface provided
by the MS-Windows operating
system to the full extent.Although
the program is very simple to use, it
is assumed that users are familiar
with the basic interface elements of
this operating system.
At the moment, ForCon is able to
convert – in both ways, i.e. reading
and writing - the following formats
(or formats used by the following
software packages): CLUSTAL (9),
EMBL (7), FASTA (6), GCG/MSF
(Genetics Computer Group,
Madison, USA), Hennig86 (2),
MEGA (5), NBRF/PIR (1),
Parsimony Jackknifer (3), PAUP/
Nexus (8), PHYLIP (4), and
T R E E C O N
(10).Other software
packages are usually
able to read one of
the above
m e n t i o n e d
formats.A so-called
‘Pretty' format can
also be generated for
the publication of
s e q u e n c e
alignments.When
sequential and
interleaved formats
are supported by the
original program,
they are also both
implemented in
ForCon.Online help
– with examples of
the different
Upper window: alignment format selection module
Lower window: sequence name selection module
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alignment formats supported – is also available.
When the program is started, it asks for the sequence
alignment input file format and the required output file
format (see Figure).Next, a list of all the sequences in the
input file is displayed and a particular group of sequences
can be selected (see Figure).This is particularly useful since
additional editing of the input or output file (e.g. deleting
sequences that will not be used in an analysis) can be avoided
this way and different data sets can be easily made starting
from the same large input file.Furthermore, it is also possible
to select particular regions or codon positions from the
sequence alignment and to save these only to the new file.
Discussion
To our knowledge, ForCon is the only software tool currently
available that converts the large number of sequence
alignment formats used by most tree construction
programs.The only alternative may be the ReadSeq program
developed by D.G. Gilbert (Indiana University, USA), but
regarding tree construction, only the PAUP/NEXUS and
PHYLIP sequence alignment formats are supported.
ForCon is available for free and can be fetched via the
internet at URL http://bioc-www.uia.ac.be/u/jraes/
index.html . The program can also be sent via electronic
mail on request.Due to the structure of the program, addition
of new alignment formats is very easy and users can always
contact the authors if implementation of yet another format
is desirable.Development of a Java™ version of ForCon has
been initiated in order to guarantee platform independence
in future versions of the program.
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It goes to the library. You go
to the pub.™
Summary
PubCrawler is a new tool that acts as an alerting service for
users of the NCBI PubMed and GenBank databases. Users
will periodically be informed about new papers or sequences
of interest in these databases. Results are presented as an
HTML page which allows usage of browsers for viewing
and the integration of hyperlinks. PubCrawler can be
automated which spares the user from frequent manual
searches for new database entries of interest, bypasses rush
hours on the internet, and provides results at the most
convenient time.
The program was written in Perl, is freely available, and
can be run under MacOS, Win95/98 or UNIX. Additionally,
a Web interface is available (still at the experimental stage)
which also helps generating configuration files.
Availability: http://www.gen.tcd.ie/pubcrawler
Contact: pubcrawler@acer.gen.tcd.ie
